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Leading Greek company Springfield Shipping Co. today announced that Eniram, the leading provider of

energy management technology and analytic services to the shipping industry, has been selected for a

further roll out of their energy efficiency technology for its VLCC vessels.



“We are very pleased to be working with Eniram and look forward to a productive, long-lasting

relationship,” comments Springfield Shipping Co. “Our investment in a premium energy efficiency

system shows the clear determination of the company to promote greener transportation. Eniram is a

reliable provider of energy management with a dedicated team to support tanker customers, and we very

much look forward to working together on this project and in the future.”



Nick Pinkney, Director of LNG & Tankers, Eniram, continues: “We are delighted that Springfield Shipping

Co., Greece’s leading shipping entity, has decided on the further roll out of Eniram Platform and

Eniram Fleet on their vessels. With our current installations, we have provided business intelligence to

help Springfield Shipping understand how their vessels can save fuel and improve overall energy

efficiency.”



Mr Pinkney continues: “We see a big opportunity for everybody involved and we are very proud to work

with Springfield Shipping, which is a top class company with modern vessels and knowledgeable and

experienced personnel.”



ABOUT SPRINGFIELD SHIPPING CO.

SPRINGFIELD SHIPPING Co. are the technical managers of the fleet managed by OLYMPIC SHIPPING AND

MANAGEMENT S.A., and is the successor of OLYMPIC MARITIME S.A., which was established by Aristotle

Onassis in Paris in 1952 and then operated from Monaco until the early 1990s. Since then the company has

relocated in Athens. It manages a fleet made up of 17double-hulled tankers and 10 bulk carriers.



ABOUT ENIRAM

Established in 2005, Eniram provides the maritime industry with energy management technology to reduce

fuel consumption and harmful emissions. Created by experienced seafarers and technologists, Eniram’s

solutions range from single onboard applications to comprehensive fleet analysis. They are used by small

and large shipping companies on ships ranging from cruise liners, tankers, LNGs, container ships, bulkers

and ferries. Eniram is headquartered in Helsinki, Finland and has subsidiaries in the UK, the USA,

Germany and Singapore.
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